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2023 SCIAI Conference Recap 

Thank you for all who attended our Spring Conference in Charleston, SC!  

Former President Luke Spratt went above and beyond to achieve the largest attended 

conference since the re-establishment of the SCIAI in 2017.  In total, there were  

71 attendees,  and 11 vendors who provided over $5000 in sponsorships and fees. 

There were 25 speakers who provided quality and useful  

information through presentations and workshops. 

 

Bravo to all that assisted in the success of the Charleston conference! 
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INTERVIEW WITH AN OFFICER 

During each issue of The Identifier, we will take time to introduce 

some of the newly appointed SCIAI officers in order to introduce 

our members to get their elected officers better. For this issue, 

we interviewed the SCIAI’s newly appointed president Jodi Hunt, 

who shared with us her background, what she enjoys most 

about her job, what hobbies she enjoys on her time off, and who 

has made an impact on her career.  

 

Getting To Know Your 2023-2024 Appointed Officers 

MEET JODI HUNT, PRESIDENT 

 Tell us about your work experience. How long have you been a practitioner 

in the field and what is your current position?  I have been in law  

enforcement for over ten years.  I entered crime scene in 2016 and have 

been in it since.  I started at Dorchester County Sheriff's Office and  

transferred to North Charleston Police Department in 2018 to pursue a  

career in latent fingerprint examination.  

 What do you enjoy most about your job? I enjoy latent fingerprint  

examination the most.  It is challenging and rewarding at the same time.  It 

is gratifying when you are able to make an identification with a hard latent 

print and catch the bad guy. 

 What are you passionate about or what hobbies do you enjoy (this does 

not have to be work-related!)? I really enjoy reading fiction books in my 

spare time.  I love classic literature and psychology thrillers.  

 Who or what has had a major impact on your career? Three people have 

had a major impact on my career.  First would be Brad Mullis, with the  

Defense Forensic Science Center, who introduced me to fingerprints.   

Second, would be my favorite instructor of all time, Mr. Johnny Leonard, 

from Sirchie.  His enthusiasm and love of latent fingerprint examination is 

contagious! And finally, my kindhearted coworker, Ms. Anita Moore, who 

has been my mentor when it comes to fingerprints.  
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MEET THE OFFICERS 

 Jodi Hunt — President  

 Nova Grilli — Vice President  

 Chris Gary — Secretary &  

 State Representative  

 Tyler Bucholtz — Treasurer 

 Brittany Brown — Historian/Editor  
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SCIAI ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 ALL MEMBERS are encouraged to review the updated SCIAI  constitution and by-

laws posted on the website located under the News tab.  

 Renewal for memberships must be submitted by July 1st, 2023 for the upcoming 

years’ membership. 

 Submissions for case study features and Member Spotlights are open.  We want 

to highlight our members and interesting or unique cases that you have personally 

been involved with. If you would like to see yourself, a coworker, or one of your 

cases featured, please contact the Editor at bribrown@greenvillecounty.org 

 Have a topic you would like to see covered or have an article you would like to   

submit for future issues of The Identifier? Submit your proposals to the Editor at 

bribrown@greenvillecounty.org — guest authors are welcome! 

 If you’ve taken a newsletter appropriate forensic related photograph that you 

would like to see featured in an upcoming issue of The Identifier — Please contact 

the Editor at bribrown@greenvillecounty.org! 

https://www.sciai.org/forms/Constitution%20&%20By-Laws.pdf
https://www.sciai.org/forms/Constitution%20&%20By-Laws.pdf
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IN THE NEWS IN THE NEWS Published: March 10, 2019 

(Continued on page 6) 

On March 24, 1994, a man walking his dog in Albany, Georgia, found the body of a woman named Angela 

Sizemore, who had been raped and murdered and left in the front seat of her SUV behind an apartment 

complex. When they arrived at the scene, crime-scene technicians collected semen from the body and fin-

gerprints from the vehicle in an attempt to identify the killer. At the time, DNA analysis was accurate 

enough to pinpoint a suspect on the basis of the genetic code within sperm cells, and fingerprint analysis 

could ID a suspect from the loop-and-whorl patterns left behind by substances on the skin. 

The semen analysis identified Georgia resident Marcus Ray Johnson as having had sex with Sizemore some-

time before her death. Witnesses also placed someone fitting Johnson’s description near the site where 

police believed Sizemore was murdered the previous night. Investigators collected a total of 38 fingerprints 

from the victim’s vehicle; all but one was too smudged to use properly. The one print that was clear went to 

AFIS, the digital fingerprint database commonly used by law enforcement, but it wasn’t a match for any 

prints logged there. 

Johnson claimed that he’d had consensual sex with Sizemore on the night of the murder after meeting her 

in a bar and had left her alive. He was convicted of murder and sentenced to death row, where he continued 

to assert his innocence. 

Today, scientists are working to get more from fingerprints than just loops and whorls, developing methods 

to analyze molecules such as DNA, amino acids, or explosives in fingerprint residues. Years after his convic-

tion, Johnson’s lawyers hoped new techniques, applied to the prints collected in 1994, might uncover infor-

mation that would exonerate their client. 

With these methods, scientists can now work with samples containing as little as 500 nL of material, mak-

ing the chemical analysis of fingerprints more feasible. For instance, a fingerprint contains much less DNA 

than the cheek swabs for which most forensic processes have been optimized. It’s only in the past decade 

that chemical analysis techniques have become sensitive enough to glean a biological profile from such a 

small sample, says Tracey Dawson Cruz, a forensic molecular biologist at Virginia Commonwealth Universi-

ty. The idea is not necessarily to do away with pattern comparison during fingerprint analysis—and, indeed, 

other scientists are focusing on ways to improve the clarity of the pattern itself—but instead to bolster the 

analysis with more information. Smudged prints needn’t be a completely lost cause. 

In some older cases, DNA from archived fingerprints may be “the only chance” for biological evidence, Daw-

son Cruz says. She is among those working to extract more from fingerprints, tapping into the potential 

treasure trove of chemical information hidden within. 

As Johnson neared the end of his permitted appeal period nearly 20 years after the murder, his lawyers, 

seeking a final opportunity to uncover exculpatory physical evidence, asked the court to allow DNA analysis 

of the fingerprints collected in 1994. Georgia’s state forensic laboratory had never done such an analysis, 

but Johnson’s lawyers came to court armed with results from VCU scientists, including Dawson Cruz. These 

researchers had been exploring the possibility of retrieving usable DNA profiles from fingerprints collected 

decades earlier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities By Kerri Jansen 
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IN THE NEWS  

 

IN THE NEWS 

(Continued on page 7) 

Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities 

Today, latent fingerprint collection is “a staple of every crime sce-

ne” where there are surfaces from which prints can be lifted, says 

Carl Speckels, a forensic scientist at the Phoenix Police Depart-

ment’s forensic laboratory. Forensic technicians typically visualize 

the prints by dusting them with powder and lifting them with adhe-

sive tape, using a dye stain, or fuming the area with cyanoacrylate 

(vaporized superglue). The prints are then photographed or 

scanned. At that point, an examiner must decide whether a col-

lected print is good enough to attempt an individualization. This 

means comparing the latent fingerprint with a fingerprint from a 

known subject and determining if there is enough information in 

the ridges and whorls to suggest both samples were left by the 

same person. Forensic scientists use the 

term individualization instead of the word match because the 

analysis is about probability, not necessarily certainty. 

 

In Phoenix, Speckels says, about 30–40% of latent prints are de-

termined to be high enough quality to send through AFIS. Some of 

the remaining prints are compared manually by a human finger-

print analyst, and the rest—smudged or otherwise corrupted—are 

simply stored as evidence, often pressed between the adhesive 

tape used to lift them and a paper backing card. For decades, fin-

gerprint individualization was the only reason for lifting latent 

prints from a crime scene. 

 

Marilyn Miller, a VCU forensic scientist whom Johnson’s lawyers 

asked for assistance reopening his case, saw potential in the 37 

smudged and low-quality latent prints stored away. She brought 

the project to Dawson Cruz with the hope that she would be able 

to find a way to extract usable DNA from the archived samples—

samples that had been sealed away simply to preserve their ridge 

patterns, with no consideration given to conserving genetic infor-

mation. 

 

Dawson Cruz found that the type of black powder used to dust for 

prints in 1994 did not significantly interfere with her ability to ex-

tract DNA from them; neither did cyanoacrylate fuming. In fact, 

the DNA, housed in skin cells, was protected and preserved in its 

tape-and-card sandwich. The challenge was to remove the DNA 

from the substrate while minimizing damage and loss of genetic 

material and while isolating and concentrating as much of the 

sample as possible. 

Prints with History 

Cyanoacrylate 

Considered the gold standard for 

developing fingerprints left on non-

porous surfaces, cyanoacrylate 

fumes react with fingerprint resi-

dues to produce a stable, white 

pattern. 

Ninhydrin 
Reacts with amino acids in the 

fingerprint to stain the fingerprint 

pattern deep blue or purple on 

paper and other porous surfaces. 

Credit: Michael Grimm/Evident (Cyanoacrylate 

And Ninhydrin); Forensic Sci. Int. (1,2-

Indanedione) 
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IN THE NEWS IN THE NEWS 

0 

Credit: Michael Grimm/Evident 

(Cyanoacrylate And Ninhydrin); Forensic Sci. 

Int. (1,2-Indanedione) 

1,2-Indanedione 
Developed as a safer, 

cheaper alternative to 1,8-

diazafluoren-9-one, which 

was popularly used to 

develop fingerprints on 

porous surfaces. Both 

reagents make finger-

prints glow when hit by 

certain wavelengths of 

light. 

Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities 

Dawson Cruz and colleagues examined every part of the DNA-extraction 

process with an eye toward optimizing protocols and getting as much 

usable genetic information from archived fingerprints as possible (J. Fo-

rensic Sci. 2017, DOI: 10.1111/1556-4029.13504). Working with finger-

print samples ranging in age from 0 to 28 years old, the VCU team found 

they could extract the most skin cells, and thus DNA, by pulling apart the 

fingerprint sandwich of tape and paper, cutting each layer into strips, and 

then immersing the strips in a solution designed to break open cell mem-

branes and release the DNA. 

 

These discoveries, as well as other recommendations, could have broad-

er implications for improving the analysis of DNA from fingerprints in pre-

sent-day investigations, Dawson Cruz says. That area of research is 

young—beginning in the late 1990s—and forensic scientists are still work-

ing out the kinks. In fact, DNA recovery from a simple swab of a touched 

surface has a 60–80% failure rate, she notes, and that’s without the ad-

ditional complications presented by archived latent prints. 

Sweating the Small Stuff 

As Dawson Cruz is looking to extract genetic information from aged 

prints, other researchers are looking to make better use of those smudg-

es by examining other chemicals contained within. 

 

Jan Halámek and colleagues at the University at Albany are interested in 

the amino acids found in fingerprint sweat. The profile of these residues 

is controlled by metabolic processes in the body that fluctuate depending 

on a person’s biological sex, age, and other factors. (Anal. Chem. 2018, 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.analchem.8b00414). 

Halámek’s team developed a collection of chemical and enzymatic assays  

that can assess a handful of the 23 amino acids present in human sweat,  

producing a color change, with intensity corresponding to the level of metabolite present in a sample. The 

group first used these analyses to distinguish between samples from female and male sources; amino 

acid levels are known to be roughly twice as high in the sweat of females as in males. More recently, the 

researchers published work showing they could use the levels of metabolites in sweat to distinguish be-

tween samples from two different people, regardless of sex (Anal. Chem. 2018, DOI: 10.1021/

acs.analchem.8b00414).  

 

“We don’t compete with DNA,” Halámek says. The advantage of the assays, he says, is that they can ana-

lyze samples at the crime scene more rapidly and cheaply than DNA testing. So they could be used to de-

termine quickly whether a particular print is from a man or woman or identify whether multiple people 

were present at a crime scene. The shortcoming, though, is that, unlike DNA,  

metabolite levels fluctuate according to age, activity level, and other factors,  

so the assays would be unable to pinpoint the identity of a suspect. 
(Continued on page 8) 

http://doi.org/10.1111/1556-4029.13504
http://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.8b00414
http://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.8b00414
http://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.8b00414
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IN THE NEWS IN THE NEWS 
Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities 

(Continued on page 9) 

Halámek proposes using such a technique to pre-sort samples found at a crime scene, reducing redundant 

DNA analysis and ensuring the samples are actually human sweat—and not, for example, a dog’s drool—

before performing expensive and time-consuming laboratory tests. 

 

“If you have a red liquid, you want to be sure it is blood, not ketchup. And same with the sweat,” he says. 

The assays can be run with less than a droplet of sweat, leaving the rest of the sample for later lab tests. 

 

Other forensic scientists want to extract not the chemicals produced by a person’s body but rather the 

chemicals they might have touched before leaving a fingerprint—explosives, for instance. 

 

When investigating a suspicious package, responders’ first objective is to determine whether the package 

may be dangerous, but they may also need to track down the person who abandoned it. The chemicals in 

fingerprints left on the outside of the package can offer clues. But the portable ion mobility spectrometry 

instruments that agents typically use to screen for explosives employ high temperatures to vaporize the 

chemicals in question and would destroy traditional fingerprint-lifting materials, like adhesive tape. So if the 

package did turn out to be a bomb and agents had already screened the print for explosives via standard 

methods, its pattern would be too damaged to help track down who left it there. 

 

“That piece of tape could never go into one of these trace detectors, because it would melt, and it would 

have so many chemicals that come off and get in the way of the chemical analysis,” says Jessica Stay-

mates, a research chemist at the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology. 

 

Staymates and colleagues wanted to develop a method that would  

analyze a fingerprint for chemical residues while preserving its pattern. 

 

“The idea for this was a quick chemical analysis that you could do at 

the scene of a crime or the scene of a potential bomb. You’d quickly lift 

the fingerprint and analyze it for the chemistry part first” and then use 

the pattern for comparison after, Staymates says. 

 

To do that, the researchers would need temperature-resistant swab 

materials that were smooth, to preserve a print’s ridge  

pattern, and light colored, to enable visualization of the dark  

fingerprint powder. After testing several combinations, they  

settled on a white Teflon strip paired with a high-temperature adhesive originally created for aerospace use. 

They proved that it worked by creating prints with artificial fingers molded from ballistic gelatin that had 

been pressed into simulated plastic explosives (Int. J. Ion Mobility Spectrom. 2014, DOI: 10.1007/s12127-

014-0148-6). Importantly, the print pattern stayed intact and could still be used for identification. 

 

“That’s the holy grail right there for this whole project,” Staymates says. 

NIST is currently in the process of patenting the swab and adhesive. 

NIST research chemist Jessica Staymates 

developed this adhesive swab that can 

withstand the high heat of analytical in-

struments while retaining a fingerprint 

http://doi.org/10.1007/s12127-014-0148-6
http://doi.org/10.1007/s12127-014-0148-6
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IN THE NEWS IN THE NEWS 
Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities 

(Continued on page 10) 

A Long Road 

As the team working on Johnson’s fingerprint evidence found, just because these techniques for chemically 

analyzing fingerprints have been shown to work in the lab, the road to validate the methods and ensure 

that results are admissible in court is a long one. 

 

At the time Johnson’s lawyers petitioned to have the two-decades-old fingerprints from his case analyzed 

for DNA, the VCU group had just begun tests to see whether they could obtain usable DNA from old prints. 

They’d presented promising results at a scientific meeting but hadn’t yet published them. And no other sci-

entists had replicated their findings. 

 

“We were just starting to get some results,” says VCU’s Miller, who was asked to testify at one of Johnson’s 

last hearings, in 2014. “I couldn’t cite the fact that anything had been peer reviewed; nothing had been 

published because it just hadn’t happened yet. Research takes time, and Marcus Ray Johnson was running 

out of time.” 

 

Miller testified that the team had been able to extract usable DNA from archived fingerprints as much as 

20 years old. But Amy Vosburg-Casey, one of Johnson’s lawyers at the time, remembers the judge describ-

ing the science as “not settled enough.” 

 

The court did not grant the lawyers’ request, and the archived prints from Johnson’s case were not ana-

lyzed for DNA. Johnson was executed on Nov. 19, 2015. The latent prints and other evidence from John-

son’s case have since been destroyed. 

 

“It’s awful; I think about it all the time,” Vosburg-Casey says, adding that she still feels frustrated that alt-

hough Johnson’s lawyers collected multiple witness accounts suggesting Johnson had left Sizemore alive, 

they were unable to uncover physical evidence—such as DNA from fingerprints collected at the crime sce-

ne—to exclude Johnson or implicate a different attacker. 

 

There has long been a need in the forensic science community to research new ways to analyze crime-

scene evidence, especially since 2009, when the National Academy of Sciences published 

a report asserting that many forensic disciplines—fingerprint analysis included—have little or no scientific 

underpinning. The report drew a skeptical eye to a field in which validity had long been assumed rather 

than proved. 

 

But VCU’s Miller thinks the forensic community has made strides in the 10 years since that report to build a 

body of new, rigorous research to strengthen the value of forensic science. One major advance was the 

2014 creation of the Organization of Scientific Area Committees, formed through an agreement between 

the US Department of Justice and NIST. The organization includes discipline-specific committees whose 

goal is to establish scientific standards that act to not only foster reliable results from existing forensic 

analysis techniques but also help vet new ones. These efforts will help ensure forensic techniques are 

ready to stand up to the scrutiny of the courts and provide the best information possible. 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12589/strengthening-forensic-science-in-the-united-states-a-path-forward
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IN THE NEWS IN THE NEWS 
Fingerprints are more than just patterns;  

they’re chemical identities 

It has been a slow process, says Richard Cavanagh, who oversees NIST’s forensic science initiatives. The 

first standards—including guides for fire investigation and drug identification—have been approved in the 

past few years. Many others, including ones for fingerprint analysis, are still in the works. 

And researchers like Dawson Cruz, Miller, Halámek, and Staymates are dedicated to the effort, working to 

provide the empirical studies that, together with objective standards, are needed to expand and strength-

en the nation’s use of forensic science. 

 

“You can’t forget the science part of forensic science,” Miller says. “You can’t forget the science part in 

anything we do. Even though we’re talking about applications and we’re talking about courts and lawyers, 

you still can’t forget the science.” 

Researchers are developing new chemical analysis methods to get more information from fingerprints left 

at crime scenes. In this photo illustration, a fluorescent stain helps visualize fingerprints on a glass slide.  

https://cen.acs.org/analytical-chemistry/forensic-science/Fingerprints-just-patterns-re-chemical/97/i10 

Chemical & Engineering News 

ISSN 0009-2347 

Copyright © 2023 American Chemical Society 
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Frequently in the field of Forensics, we, as a whole, deal with a variety of difficult  

and demanding scenes, tough scenarios, and are often placed in stressful          

situations. This panel is designed for you to have the opportunity take a quick 

mental break, refresh your mind, and also to have a little fun. ☺  

**Decoded Cipher Phrase from the Spring Issue: “People Lie, Evidence Doesn’t”** 

You’ve discovered a problem with the crime scene photos from a recent case. 

Someone has tamped with your crime scene! 

Spot the 5 differences between the above two photographs  

of the same crime scene.  

https://csi.webadventures.games/en/For-Educators/Online-Activities.html 
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UPCOMING TRAINING/EVENTS 

Sept 5th-6th, 2023: Logical Latent Analysis 

Mack Brazelle, $450, 1520 Penn Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 

 

Sept 11th-14th, 2023: Understanding Exclusion and Sufficiency Decisions 

Ron Smith and Associates; $650—3545 Mary Ader Ave, Charleston, SC  

 

Oct 2nd-5th, 2023: NCIAI, GAIAI, TNIAI Joint Conference 

Harrah’s Cherokee Resort and Conference Center, Cherokee, NC 

 

Online Training: Latent Print Examiner Training Experience 

On Demand, Self Paced Training; Delta Forensics; $5000 

 

Participation is requested for a research study for West Virginia University  

 

 

Editor: Brittany Brown  bribrown@greenvillecounty.org 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Greenville County: Forensic Evidence Technician 

SLED: Special Agent—Crime Scene 

SLED: Special Agent I/II/III—Forensic Art  

SLED: Forensic Technician I — Toxicology 

SLED: Criminalist I—Drug Analyst  

North Charleston: Forensic Pathologist  

 

 

file:///C:/Users/bribrown/Desktop/Editor IAI/training/Pittsburgh Logical Latent Analysis Classes.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bribrown/Desktop/Editor IAI/training/NEW CLASS FLYER - Understanding Exclusion and Sufficiency Decisions - Charleston, SC.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bribrown/Desktop/Editor IAI/training/2023 NCIAI Conf - Save the date.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bribrown/Desktop/Editor IAI/training/Latent Print Examiner Experience.pdf
file:///C:/Users/bribrown/Desktop/Editor IAI/training/Approved IRB-WVU.pdf
https://selfservice.greenvillecounty.org/mss/EmploymentOpportunities/JobDetail.aspx?req=515&sreq=1&form=DET&desc=FORENSIC%20EVIDENCE%20TECHNICIAN-CRIME%20SCENE
https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/sc/sled/jobs/3894680/special-agent-crime-scene/apply?page=2&pagetype=jobOpportunitiesJobs
https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/sc/SLED/jobs/3997786/special-agent-i-ii-iii-forensic-art/apply?page=2&pagetype=jobOpportunitiesJobs
https://forensic.jobs/job/attb-forensic-technician-i-toxicology-columbia/?utm_campaign=google_jobs_apply&utm_source=google_jobs_apply&utm_medium=organic
https://columbia-sc.geebo.com/jobs-online/view/id/1286182634-criminalist-drug-analysis-/?utm_campaign=google_jobs_apply&utm_source=google_jobs_apply&utm_medium=organic
https://www.governmentjobs.com/jobs/3857306-0/forensic-pathologist?utm_campaign=google_jobs_apply&utm_source=google_jobs_apply&utm_medium=organic

